WHERE TO GO W
NEXT & WHEN

hilst we love a staycation, nothing beats getting on a flight to see
what other wonders the world has to offer. Consecutive lockdowns
these past couple of years have hindered our travelling ambitions, but
now that much more of the world is once again open for tourism, we set our sights
to next year’s adventures. We know you’re eager to start filling your calendars
with exciting trips to look forward to, so we’ve compiled a list of 20 incredible
destinations to give you some ideas.

20 AMAZING TRIPS FOR
YOUR 2022 CALENDAR
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VALDEZ, ALASKA, UNITED STATES

T

he city may be small,
but it’s a microcosm
of all the incredible
experiences Alaska has to
offer. Whatever time of year
you visit, there is a plethora
of incredible activities to
participate in, including
but not limited to: fjord
cruises, kayaking, hiking,
salmon and halibut fishing,
snowshoeing, snowmobiling
and ice climbing. There are
also gorgeous glaciers and
spectacular looking waterfalls,
which are kept looking
splendid thanks to the steady
amount of snow and rain
Valdez enjoys. It’s a dream
location for photographers.
Tourists are welcome all
year round, but peak season

is from June to
August — July
being the busiest
month. However,
the small city isn’t
on most people’s
radar so it’s
unlikely you’ll find
it too busy for your
liking. If you’re
more interested in
booking during its
cheapest month,
November is the
city’s quiet period
for tourism. But for extended
tours of Prince William Sound
— a must-visit for any tourist
to Valdez — you’ll want to
venture out there during the
summer months. The majestic
natural scenery and incredible

Athabasca Falls, Jasper National Park,
Rocky Mountains, Canada

rainforests and mountains
are best enjoyed during this
time. It’s also the best time for
watching the orcas, humpback
whales, sea otters, sea lions,
porpoises and all the other
intriguing animal life.

ROCKY MOUNTAINS, CANADA

A

lso known as the
Canadian Rockies,
it’s home to Canada’s
most famous national parks.
Travellers from across the
globe are drawn to the Rocky
Mountains for its striking
natural scenery and thrilling
activities. It’s considered
one of Canada’s best hiking
spots and has several
accessible peaks perfect for
mountaineering, regardless of
your experience. The Rockies
also has some of the best skiing
and snowboarding resorts in
the world if you prefer your
activities fast-paced.
All the national parks are
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worth a visit but
top of your list
should be its
oldest: the Banff
National Park.
The turquoise
Lake Louise
is particularly
magical and
a highlight
attraction.
However, the real
draw is the large
mammals that
populate the park,
including elk, bighorn sheep,
moose, black bears, grizzly
bears and more. Guided tours
are a must to maximise your

Rocky Mountains experience.
When booking a tour, we
recommend you look between
mid-June and September.
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Mountainscape in
Alta, Norway

ALTA, NORWAY

O

ften called the “aurora
borealis city,” Alta
provides the perfect
conditions for anyone wishing
to go northern lights hunting.
It’s the largest town in Norway’s
northernmost county and
being this far north means
aurora season stretches from
September through to March.
We recommend visiting in
winter so you can maximise
the full potential of your visit
with dogsledding, snowshoeing
and reindeer sleigh rides.
Furthermore, during its coldest
months, you can stay in a
luxurious hotel where both the
interiors and exteriors are made of snow and ice. The Sorrisniva Igloo Hotel lies on the Altaelva
river and is a truly unique staying experience surrounded by beautiful nature.

THE GALAPAGOS ISLANDS

S

ituated in the Pacific
Ocean around 600
miles from the coast
of Ecuador, this 19-island
archipelago is known for
remaining a secret for millions
of years and is relatively
unspoilt by humans. As such,
the Galapagos Islands has
been described as a unique
‘living museum and showcase
of evolution,’ and attracts
over 275,000 people every
year to admire the incredible
landscapes and animals for
themselves. Giant tortoises
are one of the biggest draws
to the islands. These creatures
are immense and beautiful,
and many have lived for over
100 years. You can also find
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Sally Lightfoot
crabs,
Galapagos
penguins,
marine iguanas
and blue-footed
boobies.
Research
is essential
before you
make your trip.
You’ll want to
weigh up the
pros and cons
of land-based
accommodation versus staying
on a boat. You also need to
be aware of what to pack and
what you’re prohibited from
taking with you. Tourists are
welcome all year round, but

the cooler and drier months
are June through December.
August tends to be the coolest
month, whilst March and April
are usually the hottest and
wettest.
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Matterhorn mountain,
The Alps, Switzerland

ANTIGUA, GUATEMALA

D

eclared a UNESCO
world heritage site
in 1979, this is an
enviable tourist destination that
is renowned for its beautiful
streets and rich cultural history.
Founded in 1543 as the seat of
Spanish power in the region,
the city was largely destroyed
by earthquakes in the 17th
century. However, many of
its photographable colonial
buildings were rebuilt and
have since been renovated.
One of the most exciting and
unique experiences in Antigua,
however, is the several
volcanoes you can tour. You
can even roast marshmallows
at Volcano Pacaya!

There’s no bad
time to visit the
city, it’s lovely
all year round.
However, its
annual Semana
Santa — the Holy
Week, or the week
leading up to
Easter — taking
place in April
is worth seeing.
Celebrations
involve locals
crafting stunning
“carpets” on the street from
coloured sawdust, flowers and
other materials, which can only
be admired for a few hours
before incredible religious

processions destroy them as
they parade over them. Whilst
not essential to enjoy the
gorgeous city, it’s a tradition
worth scheduling your trip
around.

THE ALPS, SWITZERLAND

S

wiss Alps is perfect for
a winter escape that
offers some of the most
breath-taking snowy scenery
the world has to offer. It’s the
top spot for skiing in the world,
boasting the best resorts and
ski slopes. If you’re a skier,
you absolutely must experience
these slopes at least once in
your life. Thus, we insist that
water sports enthusiasts visit
between December and March.
But it’s not just a destination
for thrilling sports, it’s also
great for hiking and full of
charming villages. Fantastic
Beasts fans will recognise the
village name of Grindelwald,
perfect for connecting with
nature and breathing in the
clean air. There’s also the
car-free village of Mürren,
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which is worth
journeying to for
some awe-striking
panoramic views
of the snowy
peaks that fill the
sky. Venturing
further via cable
car will take you
to the peak of
Schiltorn, home to
the revolving Piz
Gloria restaurant
— recognisable
as Blofeld’s
hideout in the Bond film On
Her Majesty’s Secret Service.
Also not to be missed is the
world’s most photographed
mountain: the Matterhorn,
where every angle you snap
will appear more stunning
than the last. We should add

that whilst exploration is
certainly possible during the
wintery months, July through
to September might be more
appropriate if you prefer milder
weather.
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Kiyozumi Dera,
Kyoto, Japan

KYOTO, JAPAN

W

idely agreed to be
Japan’s cultural
capital (and was
once the official capital), it is
home to somewhere around
2,000 temples and shrines
— stunning masterpieces of
religious architecture that
you’ll want to capture with
your camera. Much of Japan
has adopted modernity, but
Kyoto embraces and remains
true to its cultural roots.
Just from wandering the
streets, it’s clear generations
of artisans have kept the
traditional arts and crafts alive,
from traditional Japanese
townhouses in downtown Gion
to the exquisite delights you’ll
find from speciality shops in
the Nishijin textile district.

Nishiki Market
— “Kyoto’s
kitchen” — also
offers a vast array
of culinary dishes,
from chic cocktail
bars and Michelinstarred restaurants
to fantastic sushi
spots and izakaya
(Japanese pubeateries).
Kyoto is the
perfect place to
immerse yourself
in Japanese culture,
from the food to sleeping on
futons. The most popular times
to visit are between March
and May or from September
to November. It’s when the
weather is most ideal. Crowds

are much thinner in the
summer and winter months.
However, June has a sticky
humidity that is uncomfortable
for most tourists, and January’s
chilly temperatures are not
much better.

TAGHAZOUT, MOROCCO

T

aghazout is off most
tourists’ radar, but it’s
only going to become
more popular as this idyllic
village continues to invest in
its tourism. Known as one of
Africa’s best surf destinations,
there’s a great choice of point,
beach and reef breaks that are
perfect for both total beginners
and seasoned pros. But even
if you’re not a surfer, the
abundant sunshine, golden
sands and deep blue waters
make the beaches beautiful
relaxation spots. Sunbathers
should consider travelling in
summer, it’s hotter and drier
during this time. The only
downside is that the beaches
can get crowded. Winter offers
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more space and is
cooler but is less
ideal if you’re
looking to catch
a tan.
It’s also worth
considering the
wetter winter
months if a hike
to Paradise Valley
is on the agenda.
The secret oasis
at the foothills of
the High Atlas
Mountains is most
impressive when the water is
in full flow. Plus, you’ll work
up such a sweat even in the
cooler season that you’ll want
to take a plunge in the dazzling
turquoise waters to cool down.

The truly adventurous will
also not be able to resist the
surrounding cliffs that are
perfect for rock-jumping.
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Monet Garden in
Giverny, Normandy

GIVERNY, NORMANDY

F

amous for where the
Impressionist painter
Claude Monet once
lived, this picturesque River
Seine-side village is a true feast
for the eyes. Monet designed
several glorious gardens with
the most exuberant colours,
which have been maintained
over the years. Of particular
note is the water garden, with
its Japanese bridge, water lilies,
wisteria and azaleas that are
reminiscent of the astounding
interpretations Monet painted
time and again. Giverny is a
haven for artists and art lovers
alike, who will also love the
Musée des Impressionnismes:

an art museum
promoting the
international nature
of the Impressionist
Movement, whilst
also tracing
the history and
highlights of
Impressionism and
Post-Impressionism
throughout the
20th century.
We recommend
planning your trip
during Giverny’s
shoulder season
in either April or October. It’s
also worth combining your
visit with a ride on the Eure

Valley Railway, which offers
a gorgeous scenic tour of the
Eure Valley.

NAPA VALLEY, CALIFORNIA, UNITED STATES

T

he Napa Valley was hit
hard by the pandemic
and a truly awful
string of wildfires. But Napa
has been rebuilt and proudly
displays its resilience through
its superb hotels, restaurants
and wineries. A good place
to begin your trip for both
convenience and affordability
is the American Canyon, which
happens to have easy access
to San Francisco. It’s also the
perfect destination for families
with close proximity to kidfriendly attractions like the Six
Flags Discovery Kingdom.
Napa is the largest town in
the region, hosting stylish
boutiques, incredible wineries
and locally driven restaurants.
Shopping is a big thing here,
too, so expect to leave Napa
with a lighter wallet and full
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shopping bags. Then situated
at the northernmost tip of the
valley is Calistoga, which is
ideal for easy-going types who
want a more relaxed vacation.
August through October
or March through May are
the peak tourist seasons.
Scheduling your trip at the tail
end of the harvest season is

the most idyllic time to visit.
You’ll get to enjoy the area’s
stunning autumn weather and
the possibility of lower hotel
rates. If you’re looking for
something more affordable,
December and February are
great for thinner crowds and
several food festivals, such as
the Napa Truffle Festival.
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Vianden Castle in
Luxembourg

ASSAM, INDIA

A

state in the northeast
of India, Assam is
well-known for its
wildlife, archaeological
sites and tea plantations. It’s
also situated closer to the
Himalayas than the Taj Mahal,
which makes it a region of
India off-the-beaten-track.
Guwahati, the state’s largest
city, is a brilliant place to visit
with its silk bazaars and the
hilltop Kamakhya Temple.
However, the biggest draw
is the wild animals. Seeking
out an Indian one-horned
rhinoceros at Kaziranga
National Park and exploring
the stunning evergreen forest at

Hoollongapar Gibbon
Sanctuary are truly
exciting experiences.
November through
to May is considered
the ideal times to visit.
We’d recommend
aiming for around
April time. The
cool winds blowing
from the Himalayan
foothills reduce heat
and humidity, the
orchids will have
bloomed, and the
locals will be full of
immense joy as they
celebrate Bihu, the
harvest festival.

LUXEMBOURG

L

uxembourg is small,
so small you can drive
from top to bottom in
just over an hour. But make no
mistake, it’s a small country
that makes a big impact. If
you were to drive across the
country, you’d pass historic
tunnels, medieval castles and
untouched nature. Surrounded
by Belgium, France and
Germany, you could stay in
any one of those countries
and make Luxembourg part
of a grand European road trip.
But there’s plenty of reason
to vacation in Luxembourg
itself. Visit the fairytale-like
town of Vianden, which is
home to a fully restored castle
with origins dating from the
10th century. Also check out
the capital, Luxembourg City,
where the old is juxtaposed
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with the new and has several
attractions, including the Grand
Ducal Palace and the Grand
Duke Jean Museum of Modern
Art.
The summer months between
June and August are the most
popular times for tourism. The
long sunny days and warm

temperatures draw European
travels to hike and admire
the mountains. Crowds may
be an issue, but the stunning
landscapes will compensate.
For milder temperatures and
fewer people, September and
October may be a better time to
visit.
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QUEENSTOWN, NEW ZEALAND

Aerial view of
Queenstown, New Zealand

T

he adventure capital of New Zealand
is perfect for anyone looking to
satiate their need for adrenaline.
From bungee jumping to riverboarding, the
range of activities on offer is the antidote
to anyone who is yearning to remedy the
many months of isolation with thrilling
adventure. Queenstown also has gentler
attractions for the laidback traveller,
including scenic lake cruises, spots for
fly fishing and golf courses. Bird-lovers
absolutely must visit the Kiwi Birdlife Park
and get a close-up with New Zealand’s
most famous bird. As a lot of your time will
be spent on exciting outdoor excursions,
visiting in the summer season is essential.
For New Zealand, the summer season runs
from December through to February, which
also makes it an excellent escape from the
British winter for a while.

OZARKS, ARKANSAS, UNITED STATES

I

f you’ve seen
Netflix’s Ozark, you
may have already been
bewitched by the striking
beauty of the Ozark Mountains
— otherwise known as the
Ozark Plateau or just the
Ozarks. As one of the largest
wilderness areas in the eastern
United States, there’s an
abundance of opportunities
for hiking, mountain biking
and other physical activities.
But if that’s not your style
then there’s plenty of nonphysical pursuits too, such
as long scenic drives past
dazzling rivers and waterfalls.
It’s also quite likely you’ll
encounter elk on your travels.
Eureka Springs is a mustvisit, a peaceful spot where its
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winding streets are lined
with Victorian homes
hugging the cliff sides
and has block after block
of unique boutiques,
art galleries, spas,
restaurants, museums,
craft emporiums and
more.
Clear, rainless days
with comfortably warm
temperatures are the
most favourable times
to visit the Ozarks,
especially as you’ll be
outdoors most of the time.
Therefore, early May
to late June is your best
bet. Alternatively, midAugust to mid-October is
also a favourable time for
tourists.
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Raohe St. Night Market
Taipei, Taiwan

TAIPEI, TAIWAN

T

he capital of Taiwan, a
modern metropolis with
Japanese colonial lanes,
is a foodie’s dream. Known for
its lively street-food scene, you
can find the most delectable
delicacies 24 hours a day.
There are also Michelin-star
restaurants, hole-in-the-wall
eateries and shrimping bars
on Zhìshàn Road — where
you literally catch your own
dinner. Its night markets are
equally renowned, such as the
expansive Shilin market, where
you’ll find more incredible
food vendors alongside
cinemas, video arcades and

karaoke bars.
Impossible to miss
is the bambooshaped Taipei 101
skyscraper, which
stands at 1,667
feet tall. Take the
rapid elevator to
the observatory
near the top and
capture Taipei’s
impressive views.
Between March
and May is a
good time to visit
Taipei. Rainfall
is comparatively light, the
cherry trees will have begun to

blossom and the temperature
is typically warm but not
unbearably so.

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

C

apital of New South
Wales and Australia’s
largest city, Sydney is
home to hundreds of beaches
and spectacular waterside
fronts. You could make a
whole holiday out of searching
for the city’s lesser-known
stretches of sand, but if you’re
looking for the most stunning
sea views then the massive
Darling Harbour and Sydney
Tower’s Skywalk are musts.
The latter offers awe-inspiring
panoramic views of the city
and suburbs. Shoppers will also
be spoilt for choice, especially
if you’re looking to expand
your wardrobe. Sydney has
everything from Australian
designers to vintage shops and
eclectic boutiques. Don’t forget
to visit arguably Sydney’s most
iconic attraction: the Sydney
Opera House. But the super
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adventurous must seek
out the city’s dive sites,
which are relatively
unknown even to locals.
The biodiversity in the
waters surrounding
Sydney is extraordinary.
The wide array of
wildlife includes weedy
sea dragons and giant
cuttlefish, all of which
makes exploring these
dive sites an epic
once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity.
September through
November or from
March to May is typically
favoured by tourists.
Temperatures tend to be
comfortable and these months
skirt Sydney’s high and low
seasons. We’d recommend
aiming to travel towards
the end of May, which will

coincide with the city’s most
beloved annual events, such as
Vivid Sydney’s outdoor light
installations and projections
across the city that make for a
fantastic immersive experience.
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SENTOSA ISLAND, SINGAPORE

Grand Teton National Park,
Jackson Hole, Wyoming, United States

S

entosa translates to “peace and
tranquillity” in Malay, which is
interesting considering it has since
been referred to by some as “Asia’s
Favourite Playground.” Home to a
Universal Studios theme park, the world’s
largest oceanarium and Asia’s tallest
observation tower, this unassuming island
off Singapore’s south coast has a jawdropping wow factor. But that’s far from
all the attractions worthy of awe. The
panoramic views all the way to Indonesia
from the Tiger Sky Tower, the restored
military museum of Fort Siloso and the
palm-lined, crescent-shaped Tanjong
Beach are all equally spectacular. Rainfall
is frequent throughout the year, of which
November is usually the rainiest month.
So unless you’re a fan of wet holidays,
November is best avoided. March and
April are typically drier by comparison.

JACKSON HOLE, WYOMING, UNITED STATES

I

f you’re looking for
America’s most exhilarating
ski resorts then Wyoming’s
Jackson Hole is the place to
go. Jackson, a town in the
valley, boasts three ski areas
that will thrill any snow sports
enthusiasts. However, it’s
Amangani that boasts to be
the best of American luxury
skiing. Instagrammers are sure
to be entranced, it’s where the
tantalising snowcapped scenery
of the Glacier National Park
meets the picturesque infinity
pool. Naturally, winter is the
most ideal season to maximise
your snow sporting experience.
However, Jackson Hole
isn’t just for skiers. Other
star attractions include both
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the Yellowstone
and Grand
Teton national
parks. In fact,
Yellowstone owns
the bragging rights
as the world’s
first national
park. There are
around 10,000
active thermal
features and its
diverse array
of fascinating
wildlife include
bison and bears.
Meanwhile, Grand Teton’s
exploration opportunities and
stellar views are unrivalled.
They’re open year-round, but
in winter Yellowstone is only

accessible to snowmobiles and
snow coaches, which can be
a thrilling way to explore, but
Grand Teton is more accessible
in spring.
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Anvers Island,
Antarctica

THE HAGUE, NETHERLANDS

E

veryone always talks about
Amsterdam and Rotterdam
when visiting the Netherlands,
but not to be overlooked is one of the
largest and most important cities in the
country. The Hague is more than just
the “judicial capital of the world”, it’s
an airy and sophisticated cosmopolitan
metropolis that boasts astounding
architecture, golden beaches, stunning
skyscrapers and more. Art history buffs
will particularly love the Mauritshuis
— a picture gallery that houses the
famous Girl with the Pearl Earring. One
of the Hague’s top spots, however, is
Scheveningen, which boasts a beautiful
beach resort and the amazing miniature
city of Madurodam.
There’s no bad time to visit the Hague,
although June to August is without a
doubt the most ideal time to enjoy resort districts like Scheveningen. Although, the city is especially
striking in bloom, so if you schedule your trip for April then you’ll be in time for the blossoming of
daffodils. Alternatively, the tulips — the Dutch national flower — brighten up in May.

ANTARCTICA

O

nce upon a time,
Antarctica was only
reachable by the most
daring and experienced of
explorers. But now the White
Continent is more accessible to
the average tourist, although it
is an endangered place due to
changes from global warming.
Therefore, a sustainable
expedition cruise is essential
if you wish to see this icy
paradise. October to March
is typically when you’ll find
voyages available to book.
There are numerous reasons
to visit this vast marvellous
continent. It’s the only
permanent landing area for
the Emperor Penguin. It’s
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also in these
waters where
many species
of whale are
found, including
the Humpback,
Sperm, Blue
and Orca
(“killer whale”).
Deception
Island is an
active volcano,
which creates
an extraordinary
landscape of
volcanic slopes,
steaming
beaches and ash-layered
glaciers. There’s the nicknamed
“Kodak Gap”, a favourite

tourist destination named for
its breath-taking beauty. There
really is something for every
awe-seeking traveller.
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